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We prove that a locally Jaffard integrally closed domain is such
that each overring is treed if and only if it is a Prüfer domain. It
follows that an integrally closed domain with valuative dimension
two such that each overring is treed is necessarily going-down.
This solves the long-standing open question raised by D.E. Dobbs
in [D.E. Dobbs, On treed overrings and going down domains, Rend.
Math. 7 (1987) 317–322]. Further applications are given.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recall from [8] and [11] that an integral domain R is called a going-down domain if R ⊆ T satisﬁes
the going-down property for each domain T containing R . The most natural examples of going-
down domains are arbitrary Prüfer domains, domains of (Krull) dimension 1 and certain pullbacks.
A treed domain is an integral domain R , whose incomparable prime ideals are coprime. In other
words, the spectrum Spec(R), endowed with the natural partial ordering, is a tree. It was shown
in [8, Theorem 2.2] that each going-down domain R must be treed. The converse, however, is false,
as W.J. Lewis (cf. [12, Example 4.4]) has constructed a treed domain which is not a going-down do-
main. In 1987, D.E. Dobbs has constructed a non-integrally closed, two dimensional domain R which
is not going-down, although (it and) each of its overrings is treed (cf. [10]). It has since been an
open question whether an integrally closed, quasi-local treed domain (R,M) of valuative dimension
two such that R/M is an algebraically closed ﬁeld and each overring of R is treed is necessarily a
going-down domain. We do provide here an aﬃrmative answer and go even further. For an integral
domain R , R[n] denotes the ring of polynomials in n indeterminates with coeﬃcients in R (for n = 1,
R[1] = R[X] is the ring of polynomials in one indeterminate). We recall that a ring R of ﬁnite (Krull)
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(dim(R[n]) − n,n ∈N)), dimv(R), is also n. This notion is not stable under localization, thus R is said
to be locally Jaffard if Rp is Jaffard for each prime ideal p of R (cf. [1]). Prüfer domains and Noethe-
rian domains are locally Jaffard and hence Jaffard domains. Our main result is Theorem 1. It states
that each overring of a locally Jaffard integrally closed domain R is treed if and only if R is a Prüfer
domain. This theorem derives immediately from Lemma 1 (the quasi-local case). The answer to Dobbs
question is Corollary 1, which states that if R is an integrally closed domain with valuative dimension
two such that each overring is treed is necessarily going-down. We emphasize that the answer to
Dobbs question uses only the hypothesis that R is integrally closed, of valuative dimension two and
such that each overring of R is treed (no need to let R be quasi-local nor R/M algebraically closed).
As an application of our main result we establish a relationship between treed domains and univer-
sally catenarian domains. Note that if R[X] is catenarian, it is not true in general that R is universally
catenarian (see [4, Theorem 2.1]). However, this is true in several cases, for example if R is Noetherian
(cf. [14]). We provide in Corollary 2 another case. More precisely, we establish that if dimv(R) = 2,
each overring of R is treed and R[X] is catenarian, then R is a going-down, universally catenarian
domain. Proposition 1 guarantees that if R ⊂ T is an extension of integral domains such that each
intermediate ring is treed and if q ⊂ q′ are two prime ideals of T lying over the same prime ideal p
of R , then p and q′ are respectively maximal ideals of R and of T . As Example 1 reveals, Theorem 1
is the best possible. This example depends ultimately on the pullback technique in [6]. It points out
the importance of the assumption “R is locally Jaffard.” We recall now some terminology. Let I be a
non-zero ideal of an integral domain T , ϕ : T → E := T /I the natural projection, and D an integral
domain contained in E . Then R = ϕ−1(D) is the integral domain arising from the following pullback
of canonical homomorphisms:
R D
T T /I = E .
We write R := (T , I, D) and we shall assume that R is properly contained in T , that is D is properly
contained in E = T /I . Following [6], R is called the ring of the (T , I, D) construction.
It is convenient to use the following standard notation and terminology. If R is an integral domain,
by an overring of R , we mean a ring contained between R and its quotient ﬁeld. If R ⊆ S are integral
domains, then tr.deg[S : R] denotes the transcendence degree of (the quotient ﬁeld of) S over (the
quotient ﬁeld of) R . Any unexplained terminology is standard as in [13].
2. Main results
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1. Let R be a locally Jaffard, integrally closed domain. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) each overring of R is treed.
(ii) R is a Prüfer domain.
We ﬁrst establish the local case with the next lemma.
Lemma 1. Let R be a quasi-local integrally closed Jaffard domain. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) each overring of R is treed.
(ii) R is a valuation domain.
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ideal p which is not a valuation domain. It follows from [13, Theorem 19.15] that there are two prime
ideals q ⊂ q′1 in a valuation overring V1 both above p. Thus dim(V1) > 1, and as R is Jaffard, we
necessarily have dim(R) = ht(p) > 1. Localizing V1 at q′1 we may assume that q′1 is the maximal
ideal of V1. Let (0) ⊂ p1 ⊂ p2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ pn = p be a chain of prime ideals of R realizing the dimension
n of R . In view of [13, Theorem 19.7], there is a valuation overring V2 of R , and a chain (0) ⊂
q1 ⊂ q2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ qn of prime ideals of V2 such that qi ∩ R = pi for each 1  i  n. Moreover, we
have n  dim(V2)  dimv(R) = n, that is dim(V2) = dimv(R) = n. Set T = V1 ∩ V2. Let m1 = q′1 ∩ T ,
m2 = qn ∩ T . Then V1 (resp., V2) is the localization of T with respect to m1 (resp., m2). We show that
q ∩ T and qn−1 ∩ T are incomparable. As qn−1 is above pn−1 and q is above p = pn the only possible
containment would be qn−1 ∩ T ⊂ q ∩ T . But then we would have a chain of length n + 1 in T :
(0) ⊂ q1 ∩ T ⊂ · · · ⊂ qn−1 ∩ T ⊂ q ∩ T ⊂m1
contrary to the fact that dimv(R) = n. It follows in particular that V1 and V2 are incomparable, if not,
T would be a valuation domain and its ideals would be totally ordered under containment. Thus T
is a semi-local Prüfer domain with m1 and m2 as maximal ideals. Let I =m1 ∩m2 and let S = R + I ,
that is, the pullback ring deﬁned by the following diagram:
S = R + I R/p
T T /m1 × T /m2 .
Then S is local with maximal ideal I . It is known by such constructions that there is a bijective
correspondence preserving inclusion from the set of prime ideals of T which do not contain I and the
set of prime ideals of S which do not contain I . It follows that q ∩ S and qn−1 ∩ S are incomparable
and strictly contained in the maximal ideal I of S , a contradiction if S is treed. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It suﬃces to prove that (i) ⇒ (ii). For every maximal ideal M of R , we have
dim(RM) = dimv(RM) since R is supposed to be locally Jaffard. As RM is local, integrally closed and
every overring of RM is treed, then RM is a valuation domain, by Lemma 1. Hence R is a Prüfer
domain. 
In [10, Example 2.3], D.E. Dobbs has built an integral domain R such that R is not a going-
down domain and each overring of R is treed. This ring is not integrally closed. In the same paper,
D.E. Dobbs asked for the existence of an integrally closed, quasi-local treed domain (R,M) of valuative
dimension two such that R/M is an algebraically closed ﬁeld, each overring of R is treed, and R is
not a going-down domain. The next corollary shows there is no such ring R . We emphasize that our
answer to Dobbs question uses only the hypothesis that R is integrally closed, of valuative dimension
two, and such that each overring of R is treed (no need to let R be quasi-local nor R/M algebraically
closed).
Corollary 1. Let R be an integrally closed domain such that dimv(R) = 2. If each overring of R is treed, then R
is a going-down domain.
Proof. It is enough to show that RM is a going-down for every maximal ideal M of R . Let M be a
maximal ideal of R . If ht(M) = 1, then RM is a one dimensional domain, so RM is clearly a going-
down domain. If ht(M) = 2, then
2 = dim(RM) dimv(RM) dimv(R) = 2,
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going-down domain. 
In what follows we establish a relationship between treed domains and universally catenarian
domains. In the next corollary, we reach the same conclusion as in Corollary 1, without supposing R
integrally closed, but assuming instead that R[X] is catenarian. Recall that a domain R is catenarian
if R is locally ﬁnite dimensional and for each pair p ⊂ q of consecutive prime ideals of R , ht(q) =
ht(p) + 1. Equivalently, if for any prime ideals p ⊂ q of R , all saturated chains of prime ideals of
R between p and q have the same length. Note that catenarity is not stable under adjunction of
indeterminates. Thus, as in [5], a domain R is said to be universally catenarian, if the polynomial
extension R[n] = R[X1, . . . , Xn] is catenarian for each positive integer n.
If R[X] is catenarian, it is not true in general that R is universally catenarian (see [4, Theorem 2.1]).
However, this is true in several cases, for example if R is Noetherian (cf. [14]). We provide here
another case.
Corollary 2. Let R be an integral domain such that dimv(R) = 2. If each overring of R is treed and R[X] is
catenarian, then R is a going-down universally catenarian domain.
Proof. Let R ′ be the integral closure of R . Since R is treed and R[X] is catenarian, then the extension
R ⊆ R ′ is going-down and satisﬁes the altitude formula [3, Lemma 1.7]. Thus if Q ′ is a prime ideal of
R ′ and Q = Q ′ ∩ R , then ht(Q ) = ht(Q ′). It follows easily that R ′ is locally Jaffard, considering two
cases:
• ht(Q ′) = 1. As R[X] is catenarian, then R is a strong S-domain, then RQ is a one dimensional
strong S-domain, hence a Jaffard domain, thus dimv(R ′Q ′) dimv(RQ ) = ht(Q ) = 1.
• ht(Q ′) = 2. Then dimv(R ′Q ′) dimv(RQ ) dimv (R) = 2.
From Theorem 1, it follows that R ′ is a Prüfer domain, thus R ′ is a going-down and universally
catenarian. As R ⊆ R ′ is going-down and satisﬁes the altitude formula, then R itself is going-down
[9] and universally catenarian [5, Corollary 6.1]. 
It follows from our main results that if R is a locally Jaffard domain such that dimv(R) = 2 and
each overring is treed there cannot be two primes q ⊂ q′ of an overring above the same prime p of R .
Next proposition shows more generally that for an extension R ⊂ T of integral domains such that
each intermediate ring is treed, there are rather strong conditions for two primes q ⊂ q′ of T to be
above the same prime p of R . The proof uses the fact that if R is a domain which is not a ﬁeld, then
the polynomial ring R[X] is not treed. Indeed if m is a maximal ideal of R , then the primes m[X] and
XR[X] are incomparable and both contained in the ideal (m, X).
Proposition 1. Let R ⊂ T be an extension of integral domains such that each intermediate ring is treed. If
q ⊂ q′ are two prime ideals of T lying over the same prime ideal p of R, then p and q′ are respectively maximal
ideals of R and of T .
Proof. Note ﬁrst that each intermediary ring H between R/p and T /q is a treed domain since it may
be identiﬁed as H = H ′/q, where H ′ is a ring between R + q and T . Therefore, as H ′ is treed, then
so is H . If p is not maximal, then R/p ⊆ T /q is necessarily an algebraic extension, otherwise, we can
ﬁnd an element u ∈ T /q which is transcendental over R/p. In this case, as R/p is not a ﬁeld, then
(R/p)[u] is not treed, a contradiction since (R/p)[u] lies between R/p and T /q. Now, if q′ is not
maximal, then there is a maximal ideal m of T properly containing q′ . This maximal ideal lies also
over p since p is maximal, as shown above. Since (0) ⊂ q′/q ⊂m/q is a chain of prime ideals of T /q
then 2 dim(T /q) tr.deg[T /q : R/p] (cf. [2, Lemme 1.1]). We can then ﬁnd two elements v,w ∈ T /q
which are algebraically independent over R/p. But (R/p)[v,w] is not treed and lies between R/p and
T /q, the desired contradiction. 
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Theorem 1 does not hold if R is not locally Jaffard. It also provides a ring R such that dimv(R) = 2
and each overring is treed with two primes q ⊂ q′ of an overring T lying above the same prime p
of R .
Example 1. We provide an example of a domain R that satisﬁes the following properties:
(i) R is a Jaffard but not a locally Jaffard domain with Krull dimension two.
(ii) There exist two primes q ⊂ q′ of an overring T lying above the same prime p of R .
(iii) R is not a Prüfer domain.
(iv) R is integrally closed.
(v) Every overring of R is treed.
(vi) R is going-down.
Given a ﬁeld k and X, Y two indeterminates over k, there exists a Prüfer domain S = V1 ∩ V2 with
quotient ﬁeld k(X, Y ) and containing k, intersection of two incomparable valuation domains, V1 rank
one with residue ﬁeld isomorphic to k(X) and V2 rank two with residue ﬁeld isomorphic to k (one
can proceed as in [7, Exemple 2]). Thus S has two maximal ideals M and N such that S/M ∼= k(X)
and S/N ∼= k. Moreover, we have htS (M) = 1 and htS (N) = 2. Let R = k + M the following pullback:
R k
S k(X) .
(i) We have k ⊆ R ⊆ k(X, Y ), so dimv(R) 2. It follows that R is a Jaffard domain. By localization
RM is the pullback ring:
RM k
SM k(X) .
As k(X) is transcendental over k, it follows from [1, Theorem 2.6] that RM is not a Jaffard domain.
Therefore R is not locally Jaffard.
(ii) As M is a height one prime in R and there is an overring of RM with dimension 2, there is an
overring T of R with two primes q ⊂ q′ lying over M .
(iii) Since R is not locally Jaffard, then it is not a Prüfer domain.
(iv) The domain S is integrally closed and k is integrally closed in k(X). Thus R is integrally closed
[6, Proposition 2].
(v) We emphasize that the original fact here is that each overring T of R is treed. Assume by
way of contradiction that some overring T of R is not treed. Then dim(T ) = 2, and there are two
incomparable prime ideals p1 and p2 contained in the same maximal ideal m. We may suppose that
T is local with maximal ideal m. According to [13, Theorem 19.7], the chain p1 ⊂m can be lifted to
a chain q1 ⊂m1 in a valuation overring W1 of T , and also the chain p2 ⊂m can be lifted to a chain
q2 ⊂m2 in a valuation overring W2 of T . Note that W1 and W2 are both rank two valuation overrings,
and they are incomparable, otherwise, we get W1 = W2, but this is impossible since q1 ∩ T = q2 ∩ T .
The spectrum of R is made of two distinct chains of primes: (0) ⊂ M and (0) ⊂ P ⊂ N ′ = N ∩ R . Our
strategy now is to consider the trace of the maximal ideals m1 and m2 in R and to discard one by
one all possibilities. Four cases may occur.
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domain. Likewise, if m2 ∩ R = P .
Case 2. m1 ∩ R = N ′ and m2 ∩ R = N ′ , then RN ′ ⊆ W1 and RN ′ ⊆ W2. But RN ′ = SN , then SN ⊆ W1
and SN ⊆ W2. As SN is a rank two valuation domain, then W1 = W2, a contradiction.
Case 3. m1 ∩ R = M and m2 ∩ R = M , then RM ⊆ W1 and RM ⊆ W2. As RM is the pullback
(SM ,MSM ,k(X)), then W1 and W2 are comparable to SM [13, Exercise 10, p. 271]. It follows, by com-
parison of ranks, that RM ⊆ W1,W2 ⊆ SM , and so MSM ⊂m1 and MSM ⊂m2. Thus q1 = q2 = MSM
and p1 = p2, a contradiction.
Case 4. m1 ∩ R = M and m2 ∩ R = N ′ , then RM ⊆ W1 and RN ′ ⊆ W2. Again, we get SN = W2 and
RN ′ ⊆ W1 ⊆ SN . It follows that T is an intermediary ring between R and S since R ⊂ T ⊂ W1 ∩
W2 ⊆ S . Therefore T has (at least) two maximal ideals N ∩ T and another one which contains M ,
a contradiction since T is supposed to be local.
(vi) It follows from Corollary 1 that R is a going-down domain.
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